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GreenPower LED toplighting. It can
replacement for traditional lighting
efficient supplement.

Perhaps even more importantly, growers
who were previously unable to use ligh

ting in their greenhouse can now take full
advantage: the new system can be used in
greenhouses whose temperature and/or
infrastructure were not suited to conventio
nallighting. To tell thisweparticipate on the
coming Fruit Logistica”, so MarjanWelvaar
ts, Global MarCom Manager Horticulture
LED Solutions Philips Lighting.

Versions with different spectra are
available, so thelight recipe can be matched
perfectly to each particular growing situati
on. These recipes ensure optimum effici
encies in growlight of2.3 pmol/J, as well as
opportunities to improve plant quality and
uniformity. It is this choice oflight recipes —

backed by specialist advice and combined
with LED’s inherent benefits and superior
performance — that is set to redefine the
yield and quality possibifities in almost all
greenhouse growing situations.

Who will benefit?

Maan Welvaarts: “Most greenhouse gro
wers wifi be able to increase yield, optimi
ze plant quality and reduce energy costs by
replacing or supplementing their existing
lighting with a GreenPower LED topligh
ting solution. And because LED lamps pro-
duce very little heat in comparison to HPS
lamps, even growers with low greenhouse
ceilings can now enjoy the proven benefits
of toplighting. Growers of vegetables such
as tomato and cucumber and fruits such
as strawberries will see an improvement, as
these cannowbe grown highly efficiently all
year round. That’s because LED toplighting
uses less energy and does not produce the
heat oftraditional light sources.”

Philips’ new GreenPower LED topligh
ting offers all the proven benefits of LED
technology and —as a complete solution
— much more besides. For example, Phi-

lips offers growers extensive support in the
form of calculations and lighting plans by
technical experts, as well as cultivation ad-
vice from in-house plant specialists. It also
offers a choice of dedicated4light recipes’ —

different combinations of spectrum, inten
sit momentoflighting, uniformity and po
sitioning — that it has developed over many
years of cooperation with growers, univer
sities and research sites to optimize growth.

Other solutions

,,The Philips GreenPower LED interligh
ting module is another great example of the
newpossibiities opened up by LED”, so ex
plains Marjan Welvaarts. “The combinati
on of LED interlighting and High Pressure
Sodium or LED toplighting creates a fiexi
ble lighting system that provides optimum
control over the plant’s growth process. This
gives you greater control over the position
ofthe light—betweenthe plants—, the inten
sity of the light and the temperature in the
greenhouse. This results in more efficient
plant production and considerable energy
savings. In our range we offer also LED so-
lutions specifically designed for multilayer
cultivation in conditioned environments,
for example to grow lettuce. The so called
Philips GreenPower production module
(50-150 pmol/s/m2) can replace conven
tional fluorescent lighting reducing energy
consumption up to 60%. Several spectrum
versions are available, so the light intensity
and color ratio can be selected and repro-
duced. In this way, it is possible to tune the
light to the specific needs ofeach crop in all
its growth phases.” j.w.

PHILIPS LIGHTING

New LED toplighting solution
redefines growing possibilities
Philips has introduced a new LED solution for greenhouses called

be used either as a direct
systems or as an energy-

LED toplighting uses less energy and does not produce the

heat of traditional light sources.
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The combination of LED interlighting and High Pressure Sodium or LED toplighting creates a flexible lighting system that

provides optimum control over the plant’s growth process.
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To find out more about

Philips LED lighting for horticutture,

please visit www.phiLips.com/horti PHILIPS
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